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COVER STORY

Taken on 5 March 2021, this colour-calibrated image from a Navigation
Camera aboard NASA’s Mars 2020 Perseverance rover shows tracks from
the rover’s first drive (darker marks in the foreground) and an area scoured
by the Mars 2020 mission’s descent stage rockets (lighter-coloured area in
the middle ground). Image courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech

By Timothy Leighton, ISVR, University of Southampton
On 23 February 2021, news organisations ran headlines such as ‘NASA’s Mars
Perseverance rover beams back first sounds ever recorded on another planet’.1

W

e know in detail what
many of the
landscapes on
planets in our solar
system look like, but decent quality
data on how they sound is rare.
This not only means that movies
generate unrealistic soundscapes
for, say, Mars, but we miss the
opportunity to infer what is
happening in an alien world using
complementary signals. Acoustic
signals can travel around lineof-sight obstacles that block, for
example, the view of a camera.
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They can travel through liquids and
solids that are optically opaque. The
bandwidth and power requirements,
and weight and fragility of acoustic
sensors can often be less than those
of video cameras. The previously
slow progress in capturing an
alien soundscape2 took a very
significant step forward with the
successful deployment of NASA’s
Mars Perseverance.
Most recordings claiming to be of
‘sound from space’ have not been –
often they are the electromagnetic
(EM) interference on probe

instruments caused by lightning
or charged particles, played back
through a loudspeaker (often with
some form of time stretching or
condensing to get the signals in
the audio spectrum, or condense
a sequence of rare events into
the attention span of the listener).
Those signals were never acoustic
in the first place. Popular examples
include the EM effects on Cassini’s
sensors of Saturn’s lightning3 or
its bow wave4, or the EM effect
of pulsar emissions on Earthbased sensors.5 P24
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Above: This image shows two possible routes (blue and purple) to the fan-shaped deposit of sediments known as
a delta for NASA’s Perseverance rover, which landed at the spot marked with a white dot in Mars’ Jezero Crater.
The yellow line marks a notional traverse exploring the delta. The base image is from the High Resolution Imaging
Experiment (HiRISE) camera aboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). Image courtesy of NASA/JPLCaltech/University of Arizona

History of extra-terrestrial
sound recording

Tentative interest in recording
genuine acoustic waves from other
planetary bodies dates from the
1960s, although it was never a
priority of missions and, as such, had
limited success, with the exception of
Apollo’s lunar seismic data.
From 1978 onwards, the final
Venera landers on Venus were
equipped with microphones, looking
for evidence of thunder, but they
were only able to measure pressure
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ﬂuctuations on the microphone
itself generated aerodynamically
by air ﬂowing past the lander.6, 7
To be specific, these are pressure
ﬂuctuations generated by turbulent
ﬂow passing over the microphones
and are therefore generated locally
rather than from some distant
source. A single microphone cannot
distinguish them from sound, which
is why windshields are often used
on outdoor microphones. Similarly,
although time-series ‘sounds’
were published from the descent
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Above:
This image shows
a large sand dune
with bright patches.
Martian dunes near
the poles often
have bright patches
in the spring, when
seasonal frost is
lingering. Image
courtesy of NASA/
JPL-Caltech/
University of
Arizona

Left:
This image was
taken by the
rover’s Navigation
Cameras during the
first drive of NASA’s
Perseverance
rover on Mars on 4
March 2021. Image
courtesy of NASA/
JPL-Caltech

(on 14 January 2006) of the Huygens
probe through the atmosphere
of Saturn’s moon, Titan, these
were also aerodynamic pressure
ﬂuctuations on the microphone
as the probe descended through
Titan’s thick atmosphere. It is also
possible that these time series data
were artificially constructed on Earth
from purely spectral information
transmitted by the probe, because
bandwidth limitations are always
important in such transmissions
(the author would happily welcome
clarification on this).8, 9
The Venera and Huygens
microphone signals are not
acoustic; they do not propagate
to the microphone at the relevant
acoustic wave speed from a source
that is distant from the microphone.
Furthermore, they do not represent
the natural soundscape of the
planet. Therefore, neither class
as recording the sound of another
world, although the Venera data
was undoubtedly a pioneering
achievement, and the Huygens
mission was a triumph in using

active acoustic signals generated
by the probe itself, to measure the
sound speed in the atmosphere,
and the distance to the ground by
reﬂecting sound off it.10
The first (and, in my opinion, most
successful to date) use of acoustic
sensors pre-date even the Venera
microphones. Passive seismic
sensors detected seismic waves, that
were then used to infer the Moon’s
internal structure, in the Apollo 11
(1969), 12 (1969), 14 (1971), 15 (1971)
and 16 (1972) missions. The data
show tidally-induced moonquakes
originating at depths equal to
about half the Moon’s radius.11 The
example of the successful detection
of seismic waves in the Moon (where
absence of atmosphere prevents
the propagation of sound through
an atmosphere, but not through
solids such as transducers or moon
rocks) represents the first recording
of acoustic waves generated by, and
directly measured on, another world.
However, the frequency is lower than
what most people would imagine
would represent their ‘hearing’ a

soundscape, and the medium is not
atmospheric, which also is a key
component of public engagement in
the topic of extra-terrestrial sound.
As will be explored later, some of
the success of these Apollo missions
may relate to the closeness of the
Moon to Earth (a radio signal takes
around 5s to complete a two-way
trip). Of course, if the sensors are
on Earth itself, or in near-Earth
orbit, the problem of signal delay is
removed. An example of this is when
acousticians successfully helped to
interpret the waves resulting from
the collision of Comet ShoemakerLevy 9 with Jupiter12, 13 in 1994. Such
an opportunistic use of events still
represents a major possibility for
acoustic missions, whether the
sensors are on Earth or in near-Earth
orbit (removing the signal delay),
or whether they are on a planetary
probe (in orbit, atmosphere,
ground or liquid) because natural
phenomena replace the need for the
probe to expend power generating
a signal.14
In a much smaller-scale
experiment in 1972, Apollo 17
detected fine lunar dust slowly
migrating at sunrise through the
impact of the dust on three plate
microphones, orientated to face
different directions.15-17 The 2014
Rosetta mission18 to the Comet
67 P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
redeveloped the successful
Apollo lunar method19 of counting,
and inferring the velocities of,
impacting particles.

A role for acousticians

There is no doubt that there is a
role for expert acousticians in the
design of instrumentation and
missions for planetary probes.
The sensors must be designed
for extreme environments
(the Groza-2 electromagnetic
microphone on Venera 13 and 14
was still operational at the 800 K
temperatures and 100 bar pressures
of the Venus landing site). Public and
policymaker engagement20, 21 is vital
to ensure there is the political will to
fund acoustic packages on missions,
and the understanding of the need
to include expert acousticians in the
planning and analysis. Acousticians
themselves must understand that
elements they take for granted, from
our experience of using instruments
on Earth, often leave us ill-equipped
to cope with how differently acoustic
sources and sensors, and their P26
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testifies to the skill, teamwork and
dedication of those responsible:
it is difficult to overemphasise
the bandwidth limitations that
planetary probe missions must work
under. The ‘wind noise’ recorded
as Perseverance’s microphone
descended through Mars’s
2.5
atmosphere does not represent the
4
x 10
sound of another world, since (like
the signals recorded by Venera
and Huygens) it represents the
aerodynamic pressure ﬂuctuations
on the microphone, rather than
soundscape signals that travel over
distances at the local speed of
sound. We may need a future probe,
with a microphone array and a robust
2.5 sterilised windshield, to distinguish
x 104
acoustic signals propagating
through the atmosphere from other
microphone outputs.

Recordings from Perseverance

After its spectacularly successful
landing, Perseverance has
transmitted further microphone
100
recordings, now notably made from a
stationary platform. Those published
0
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5 to date record the sound of the
device itself and a ‘wind gust’ on
Frequency (Hz)
x 104
the surface. This is exciting; doubly
so if the sound of the device travels
1200
MARS
through the atmosphere rather than
1000
through a solid path in the device
800
(no details are available as yet).
600
Aerodynamic pressure perturbations
400
on a microphone do, on Earth, mimic
200
what might be heard by wind on the
ear, and whilst these may convect,
0
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
they do not represent a soundscape
Frequency (Hz)
x 104
in the way that the sound of, say, a
distant rockfall, would. We have to
Above: Figure 1. The transmission loss as a function of frequency,
for various propagation distances. It contains contributions to sound
wait for more data to see what of
attenuation from geometrical spreading losses and atmospheric
that soundscape might be measured.
absorption. The reference distance in the transmission calculation
Barring intermittent nearby dust
is 1 m from the source. The colours (line types) indicate the different
source – receiver distances: blue (solid) = 10 m; red (dash) = 20 m;
devils, the natural soundscape of
green (dot-dash) = 50 m; black (dot) = 100 m. (Reproduced from
the planet might be very quiet. Our
Leighton and Petculescu [20])
calculations suggest that the high
housings, behave on other worlds.
proportion of carbon dioxide in the
Such issues include our assumptions
thin atmosphere of Mars absorbs
about calibrations and references22,
sound strongly at audio frequencies
end-effects and added mass23,
(Figure 1).20 Although the densities of
24
coupled waves , the engineering
Martian and Venusian atmospheres
formulations for concepts as simple
are very different at ground
as hydrostatic pressure25, and
level (0.02 kg m-3 and 65 kg m-3,
the extraordinary constraints that
respectively – yes, Venus’ groundbandwidth limitations have placed
level atmosphere has 6.5% the
on the ability to transmit even a
density of Earth’s water!), our
simple time-series of data.
calculations suggest that, ironically,
In transmitting a true video,
our two closest planets are both
instead of having scientists on Earth
cursed with being quiet places
reconstruct a video from a sequence
because of the high proportion of
of stills, NASA’s Perseverance Mars
carbon dioxide in their atmospheres
mission is a pioneer. The spectacular
(Figure 1). Whilst this does not rule
nature and clarity of that video
out the detection of intermittent
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sounds (e.g., lightning is a known
phenomenon on Venus, and – even
though Mars lacks liquid-bearing
clouds – lightning is a possibility in
the larger Martian dust devils)21, the
sounds most commonly detected by
the microphone of Perseverance are
likely to be from very close sources.
Vehicle noise is exciting (especially if
it can be confirmed to travel through
the atmosphere), but the sound of
a natural rockfall, would be much
more so. However, the acoustic
absorption by the atmospheric CO2
makes the natural soundscape
so quiet that future probes and
astronauts to Mars may be designed
with additional ears on their ‘feet’ to
pick up ground-borne sounds when
they are not themselves moving.14 If
Mars and Venus have quiet acoustic
soundscapes (note I am not including
aerodynamic noise on microphones
due to relative motion between
probe and atmosphere), the next
closest thick atmospheres would
be on Jupiter and Saturn. However,
both Jupiter and Saturn have strong
winds and are gravity wells down
to crushing pressures, without
ground. Hence, on both it would
be impossible to land probes in a
still atmosphere, and even buoyant
missions deploying microphones to
capture true acoustic signals above
aerodynamic noise levels would
be difficult. Titan represents our
only other opportunity to measure
the ground-level soundscape in a
substantial atmosphere, and indeed
Titans’ cold, thick atmosphere carries
sound even better that does Earth’s
(Figure 1). However, as discussed
earlier in the context of the Apollo
missions, the proximity to Earth
matters in such missions. Radio
signals to control the probe take,
even at closest approach, a little
over two minutes to reach Venus and
three to five minutes to reach Mars,
so that making an adjustment to
correct a mission is feasible before
the situation becomes irretrievable
(i.e., round trip travel times of under
10 minutes, assuming humans make
decisions immediately on receiving
the alert). The two-way travel times
between Titan and Earth, at closest
approach, are two to three hours.
The increasing role of on-board
artificial intelligence should be very
useful in mitigating the limitations of
that delay. Furthermore, since both
Mars and Venus can be reached
in under a year, the probe has
technology that is only as dated P28
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as the delay between the design
freeze and the launch. However, the
journey to Titan took Cassini seven
years, making its equipment and
systems considerably more dated
when the probe reached Titan’s
surface. Consequently, for missions
to the gas giants, Earth systems are
often communicating with technology
that dates from the previous decade.

Further exploration

Whilst we wait for these other
soundscapes to be recorded,
acoustics has many roles to play.
These range from the use of
active acoustics in atmospheres
for atmospheric active sonar10, for
windspeed measurements26 and
to infer the physical and chemical
properties of those atmospheres24,27.

Acoustics may also play a role
in the passive exploration of
planetary interiors through a range
of long-wavelength seismic11 and
atmospheric13 waves, and in liquids
to measure the sound speed,
temperature and depths of the vast
water oceans that exist on Europa25
and other icy moons14 (and the
small lakes of ethane and methane
on Titan28).
Until we reach these louder worlds,
we can marvel that the recent
Perseverance brings us a new
opportunity: a functioning microphone
on a vehicle that, at times, will reside
in a still atmosphere. Most recently,
the sound of a laser impacting rock,
around 3.1 m distant from the probe,
is to be used to analyse hardness
and weathering29. It is difficult for

workers on terrestrial technology to
understand what has been overcome.
In 1999, a substantially ‘off-the-shelf’
microphone30 was ﬂown onboard
the ill-fated Mars Polar Lander, which
crashed during descent. The Mars
Descent Imager system of the 2008
Phoenix lander had a microphone,
designed to record descent sounds
as well as any post-landing
acoustic events. However, the
plans to turn the microphone on
were scrapped in order to avoid a
technical problem that might have
been potentially dangerous to the
mission.2 A testament to the grit, skill
and hard work of many people, in
spheres from technical to mission
planning to support to outreach, the
name Perseverance was indeed
well chosen.
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